
Let’s Make-A-Bet With Elon Musk

Oh, This Can’t be true. It must be a crazy conspiracy theory: Counter-point!

You know how all of those big crime and conspiracy theories have, pretty much, 
all turned out to be true? The Catholic Church Pedophile Club? – TRUE! The 
British Elite Pedophile Club?- TRUE! Agent Orange kills you? – TRUE! The 
Government secretly gave people sexually transmitted diseases to see what 
would happen? – TRUE! A President of the United States would order Watergate 
crimes to take place – TRUE! Another president would use the oval office as a 
Sex palace? – TRUE! The Japanese government “Comfort Women” were sex 
slaves? – TRUE! ….And on, and on… you know the drill.

In the Age of Transparency, the cycle has become routine:

1. Rumors appear about famous people doing crime

2. The famous people have their media shills and “Merchant’s of Doubt” 
flood the air with disinformation making you think you should doubt the 
rumors.

3. Years later the crime is proven, tons of witnesses, come forward, and we 
all feel like idiots for buying into their cover-up.

So, ELON MUSK, you have a lot of money. Let’s play a game.

We bet you: one million dollars, that you will be discovered to actually be a 
mobster who was running the middle-man part of a political financing kick-back 
scheme to fund the campaigns of Obama, Feinstein, Reid and other politicians. 
We bet that John Doerr and Eric Schmidt were instrumental in setting this crime 
up, and that all of you rigged the stock market metrics in order to skim cash 
illegally.

So Elon, if you are so sure of your “moral and ethical” position in this escapade, 
you should jump at the chance to take this bet, right?

Elon, you like risky things, right? Cars that blow up, Rockets that blow up, Wild 
women, Speed.. A risky bet should be no problem.  

Ekon musk, elon musk investigation, elon musk kickback, elon musk campaign 
scheme, elon musk kickback funding, john doerr payola, elon musk payola, jerry 
brown payola, Dianne Feinstein payola, 

CONSPIRACIES THAT WERE “DISINFORMATION-IZED” AT FIRST, YET TURNED OUT 
TO BE TRUE:

33 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True, What Every Person Should Know…



infowars.com/33-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

16 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
Are you a conspiracy theorist? If not, perhaps you should be. Yes, there have certainly 
been a lot of "conspiracy theories" over the years that have turned out ...

trueactivist.com/16-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

The 9 Most Shocking Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out
to     be   ...
The 9 Most Shocking Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out to be True by 
www.SixWise.com. Most people can't resist getting the details on the latest conspiracy 
theories ...

sixwise.com/newsletters/07/02/28/the-9-most-shocking-...

25 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
From wrestling to ATM machines with facial recognition technology these are 25 
conspiracy theories that turned out to be true.

list25.com/25-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

10 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   - 
ODDEE
Don't let them fool you: conspiracy theories aren't always some wackadoodle notions 
without merit or evidence. In fact, sometimes they turn out to be dead on. Here ...

oddee.com/item_99023.aspx

5 conspiracy theories which   turned     out     to     be     true   | 
TruthTheory
There are types of stories called "conspiracy theories" and the people who teach them 
are considered by "society" as crazy fanatics who often need medical ...

truththeory.com/2013/02/15/5-conspiracy-theories-which-tu...

10 Conspiracy Theories that   turned     out     to     be     TRUE  ! - 
YouTube
Check out AllTimeConspiracies, and subscribe!! http://youtu.be/FRh3nYk4kO8 Subscribe! 
New videos every Tues & Sat! http://bit.ly/Subscribenow Subscribe to ...

youtube.com/watch?v=nYlVXw4RPqg

5 Conspiracy Theories that   Turned     Out     to     Be     True  ... 
Maybe?
Ever since the earliest days of Skeptoid, listeners have been asking me for two things: Do
an episode on paranormal claims that turned out to be true, and ...

skeptoid.com/episodes/4416

Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   - 
YouTube
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Top 10 government plots, spies, and war events that were said to be conspiracies but 
ended up being real. Subscribe to our channel: http://goo.gl/9CwQhg ...

youtube.com/watch?v=90QB9TuiAY0

Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True. Posted November 7, 2014 by Derek 
Butler. PREV. 1 of 25. NEXT. ... many of these stories are true. 12.

rantpolitical.com/2014/11/07/conspiracies-that-turned-out-t...

18 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     to     Be     True
While many, if not most, conspiracy theories are completely outlandish, conspiracies 
themselves are very real. Any group of people plotting to do something against ...

ranker.com/list/conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-...

Conspiracy Theories that   Turned     Out     to     be     True   - 
Criminal ...
Rankings. Top Online Criminal Justice Degree Programs for 2015; Top 10 Most Affordable 
Criminal Justice Degree Programs; Top 10 Traditional CJ Programs

criminaljusticedegreehub.com/conspiracy-theories/

10 Conspiracy Theories that   Turned     Out     to     be     True   ...
In recent years, the mere notion of the conspiracy theory has increasingly been 
stigmatized and ridiculed by mainstream news outlets, internet trolls, and "rational ...

nationofchange.org/2015/05/20/10-conspiracy-theories-that-tu...

7 Insane   Conspiracies     That   Actually Happened | 
Cracked.com
Colonel Henning von Tresckow recruited Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg to join the 
conspiracy in 1944. The plot to take out ... 6 Insane Conspiracy Theories ... turn ...

cracked.com/article_15974_7-insane-conspiracies-that-...

10 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
This article (10 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True) originally appeared on
The Ghost Diaries and was used with permission. Tune in!

theantimedia.org/10-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     to     Be     True  , 
What Every ...
33 CONSPIRACY THEORIES THAT TURNED OUT TO BE TRUE, WHAT EVERY PERSON 
SHOULD KNOW. You May Call Me A Conspiracy Theorist If I May Call You A Coincidence ...

politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/24/33-conspiracy-theories-that-tu...

25 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   : 
Style Slides
Conspiracy theories are a dime a dozen and most are either ridiculous or just plain 
impossible. But, every once in a while we come to find out that the ridiculously ...
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Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
We generally don't post infographics but this one might get disinfonauts on vacation 
thinking about what other conspiracy theories turned out to be true.

disinfo.com/2013/12/conspiracy-theories-turned-true/

Some of the wildest conspiracy theories that actually 
turned   ...
A Chart of Some of the Wildest Conspiracy Theories That Actually Turned Out to Be 
True! Dec. 23, 2013 ... From stories about vaccines to theories about how the U.S ...

theblaze.com/stories/2013/12/23/a-chart-of-some-of-the...

20 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   - 
Infowars
20 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True Operation Fast & Furious one of 
numerous conspiracies

infowars.com/20-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

CONSPIRACY THEORIES THAT   TURNED     OUT     TO     BE     TRUE  : 
List of ...
by "the Curmudgeon" A running discussion of conspiracy theories that **were later 
proven to be true and factual**. Plus discussion on current theories that ...

conspiraciesthatweretrue.blogspot.com/2007/01/list-of-proven-conspiracies-from....

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True  , 
What Every ...
33 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True, What Every Person Should Know…
(Original post)

democraticunderground.com/11358230

True   Government   Conspiracies   - Business Insider
9 Huge Government Conspiracies ... the government settled a class-action lawsuit out 
of court in ... 10 Surprising Facts That Sound False But Are Actually True

businessinsider.com/true-government-conspiracies-2013-12?op=1

5 conspiracy theories which   turned     out     to     be     true
The Best in uncensored news, information, and analysis ... There are types of stories 
called "conspiracy theories" and the people who teach them are considered by ...

blacklistednews.com/5_conspiracy_theories_which_turned_out_to...

Top 10: Conspiracy Theories that   Turned     Out     to     Be     True   | 
TopLst
Toplst Newsletter. Enrich your knowledge with us! Enter your email address below to 
receive a weekly summary of our posts. Email address:
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toplst.com/top-10-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-ou...

10 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   | 
Bronxrap.com
... http://ift.tt/1IAGG1T 10 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True 
http://ift.tt/1L6ex6t ... 10 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True.

bronxrap.wordpress.com/2015/06/12/10-conspiracy-theories-that-tu...

Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   ...
... Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True By Jake Anderson ... Here are 10 
you may or may not be familiar with that turned out to be true ...

authenticallywired.com/2015/05/21/conspiracy-theories-that-turne...

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   - Ufo
Conspiracy theory is a term that originally was a neutral descriptor for any claim of civil, 
criminal or political conspiracy. However, it has come almost ...

beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2012/09/33-conspiracy-theorie...

20 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   - 
infowars
Prison Planet.com September 1, 2014. Operation Fast and Furious, under which the 
Obama administration smuggled weapons to Mexican drug lords in an apparent ...

prisonplanet.com/20-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   | 
World Truth.TV
Most people can't resist getting the details on the latest conspiracy theories, no matter 
how far-fetched they may seem. At the same time, many people quickly denounce any 
conspiracy theory as untrue … and sometimes as unpatriotic or just plain ridiculous.

worldtruth.tv/33-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

Conspiracies     That     Turned     Out     To     Be     True   . - YouTube
Go here if you want more Video views and Subs to your channel its 100% FREE and 
YOUTUBE has no problem with it...http://subs.triorbit.com/p.php?user=b1u3dr4g0n1 I am 
putting together a couple new...

youtube.com/watch?v=lWUkK7oJI1I

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   | 
RiseEarth
It is employed often with an "expert" who will say something along the lines of, "for these
conspiracies to be true, you would need hundreds if not thousands of What follows are
some of these most shocking modern conspiracy theories that turned out true after 
thorough investigation by our society.

riseearth.com/2012/09/33-conspiracy-theories-that-turne...

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True  , 
What Every...
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A Must Read when it comes to Conspiracies that have been proven or confirmed. one 
could only wonder how many more conspiracy theories which many "debunkers" waive 
off as fairy tales will like these 33 ones turn out to be true too....

abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread531572/pg1

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True  , 
What Every...
It is employed often with an "expert" who will say something along the lines of, "for these
conspiracies to be true, you would need hundreds if not thousands of What follows are
some of these most shocking modern conspiracy theories that turned out true after 
thorough investigation by our society.

blog.cytalk.com/2010/01/33-conspiracy-theories-that-turne...

33 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
It is employed often with an "expert" who will say something along the lines of, "for these
conspiracies to be true, you would need hundreds if not thousands of What follows are
some of these most shocking modern conspiracy theories that turned out true after 
thorough investigation by our society.

bushstole04.com/newworld/33_conspiracy.htm

16 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   | 
Sheep Media
So the next time you are tempted to dismiss someone as a "conspiracy theorist", just 
remember that the one that is crazy might actually be you. The following are 16 popular 
conspiracy theories that turned out to be true…

asheepnomore.net/2013/10/26/16-conspiracy-theories-that-tu...

5 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     to     be     True
There are types of stories called "conspiracy theories" and the people who teach them 
are considered by "society" as crazy fanatics who often need medical treatment. We 
know that these theories turned out to be true. And how many more are waiting to be 
revealed?

themindunleashed.org/2014/10/5-conspiracy-theories-turned-true...

16 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
So the next time you are tempted to dismiss someone as a "conspiracy theorist", just 
remember that the one that is crazy might actually be you. The following are 16 popular 
conspiracy theories that turned out to be true…

realfarmacy.com/16-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True   | HIGH 
T3CH
Blog by MistaPrimeMinista Blogging in TOP 10. Top 10 government plots, spies, and war 
events that were said to be conspiracies but ended up being real.

hight3ch.com/conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to-be...

33 conspiracy theories that   turned     out     to     be     true
It is employed often with an "expert" who will say something along the lines of, "for these
conspiracies to be true, you would need hundreds if not thousands of What follows are
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some of these most shocking modern conspiracy theories that turned out true after 
thorough investigation by our society.

conspiracycrazy.com/33-conspiracy-theories-that-turned-out-to...

16 Conspiracy Theories That   Turned     Out     To     Be     True
Yes, there have certainly been a lot of "conspiracy theories" over the years that have 
turned out not to be accurate. However, the truth is that a large number of very 
prominent conspiracy theories have turned out to actually be true.

whydontyoutrythis.com/2013/07/16-conspiracy-theories-that-turne...
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